POP BUMPERS:  SCORE 1000
BONUS MULTIPLIER:  INCREASES WHEN RIGHT 3 BANK TARGETS DOWN.
ADVANCE BONUS:  Q-U-I-C-K S-I-L-V-E-R TARGETS ADVANCE BONUS ONLY WHEN NOT LIT. 75,000 BONUS LITES AFTER MAXIMUM 20,000 IS LIT. LIT 75,000 DOES NOT COLLECT MULTIPLIER.
SPECIAL:  ALL Q-U-I-C-K S-I-L-V-E-R TARGETS LIT. LITES TOP AND OUTLANE SPECIAL.
SPINNERS:  INCREASED VALUE WHEN BALL ENTERS OPPOSITE RETURN LANE. MUST BE RE-LIT AFTER HITTING SPINNER.
KICKOUT TARGET:  SCORES 5,000 AND ADVANCES CENTER TARGET VALUE.
CENTER BANK:  EACH TARGET SCORES 1,000 PLUS LIT VALUE. ALL TARGETS DOWN SPOT NEXT LETTER.
EXTRA BALL:  SPOTTING Q-U-I-C-K TARGETS, THEN HITTING FLASHING TARGET AWARDS EXTRA BALL.
TILT:  DISQUALIFIES BALL IN PLAY ONLY.